
Directions for Numbers    1- 56  . Read each of the following multiple-choice items and the 

possible answers carefully. Mark the letter of the correct answer on your answer sheet or as 

instructed by your teacher. 

1
Which statement is correct regarding the feature 

control frame? 

 

A  The feature must be centered within a five 

hundredths of a millimeter cylindrical tolerance 

zone relative to primary datum feature A and 

secondary datum feature B. 

B  The feature must be centered within a five 

hundredths of a millimeter tolerance zone at 

maximum material condition relative to primary 

datum feature A and secondary datum feature B. 

C  The feature must be positioned within a five 

hundredths of a millimeter cylindrical tolerance 

zone at maximum material condition relative to 

primary datum feature A and tertiary datum 

feature B. 

D  The feature must be positioned within a five 

hundredths of a millimeter cylindrical tolerance 

zone at maximum material condition relative to 

primary datum feature A and secondary datum 

feature B. 

2
What is the shape of the tolerance zone for the 

applied geometric tolerance? 

 

A  A cylinder 

B  Two concentric circles 

C  Two parallel lines 

D  Two parallel planes 

3
What is the shape of the tolerance zone for the 

applied geometric tolerance? 

 

A  A cylinder 

B  Two concentric circles 

#] Two parallel lines 

C  Two parallel planes 

4
Geometric dimensioning and tolerancing is best 

described as: 

A  The study of the size and shape of things and the 

relationship among the elements of a drawing. 

B  The specification of permissible variations for 

the material, size, shape, and geometric 

characteristics of an object or part, in the form 

of tolerance or limits. 

C  The amount by which a machined part is 

allowed to vary from absolute measurements. 

D  A tolerance that allows variations in both 

directions from a design size – variations are 

usually given with locating dimensions. 

5
The form tolerance where an element of a surface or 

a centerline is a straight line is: 

A  Angularity. 

B  Flatness. 

C  Parallelism. 

D  Straightness. 
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6
In the context of geometric dimensioning and 

tolerancing, a datum is best described as: 

A  The specification of permissible variations in 

form, orientation, location, profile, and runout. 

B  The restrictive environment created to limit the 

degrees of freedom of a part for the purpose of 

creating a reliable and repeatable support 

structure for machining. 

C  A method of dimensioning where dimensions 

originate from a common surface or point. 

D  A point, line, or surface that is assumed to exact, 

and from which other dimensions can be 

computed or located. 

7
What geometric tolerance has this shape for the 

tolerance zone? 

 

A  Circularity 

B  Concentricity 

C  Cylindricity 

D  Profile 

8
What geometric tolerance has this shape for the 

tolerance zone? 

 

A  Circularity 

B  Concentricity 

C  Cylindricity 

D  Position 

9
What is the shape of the tolerance zone for the 

applied geometric tolerance? 

 

A  A cylinder 

B  Two concentric circles 

C  Two parallel lines 

D  Two parallel planes 

10
Identify the symbol used in geometric 

dimensioning. 

 

A  Circularity 

B  Concentricity 

C  Diameter 

D  Position 

11
Identify the symbol used in geometric 

dimensioning. 

 

A  Least material condition 

B  Least tolerance zone 

C  Liquid steel 

D  Lower limit 
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12
Which item below reflects a part at least material 

condition? 

A  A hole machined to the lower limit within the 

stated limits of size 

B  A hole machined to the upper limit within the 

stated limits of size 

C  A pin machined to the upper limit within the 

stated limits of size 

D  A shaft machined to the upper limit within the 

stated limits of size 

13
The symbolic means of indicating a datum feature 

that consists of a capital letter enclosed in a square 

frame and a leader line extending from the frame to 

the concerned feature, terminating with a triangle is 

called a: 

A  Basic dimension. 

B  Datum feature symbol. 

C  Datum reference frame. 

D  Finish mark. 

14
Identify the geometric characteristic symbol. 

 

A  Flatness 

B  Parallelism 

C  Straightness 

D  Symmetry 

15
Identify the geometric characteristic symbol. 

 

A  Flatness 

B  Parallelism 

C  Perpendicularity 

D  Straightness 

16
Identify the geometric characteristic symbol. 

 

A  Circular Runout 

B  Profile of a line 

C  Profile of a surface 

D  Total Runout 

17
Identify the geometric characteristic symbol. 

 

A  Cylindricity 

B  Circularity 

C  Position 

D  Concentricity 

18
Identify the geometric characteristic symbol. 

 

A  Circular Runout 

B  Profile of a line 

C  Profile of a surface 

D  Total Runout 

19
Identify the geometric characteristic symbol. 

 

A  Circularity 

B  Concentricity 

C  Cylindricity 

D  Position 
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20
Identify the geometric characteristic symbol. 

 

A  Circularity 

B  Cylindricity 

C  Concentricity 

D  Position 

21
The location tolerance where the median points of 

all diametrically opposed elements of a figure of 

revolution are congruent with the axis of a datum 

feature is: 

A  Circularity. 

B  Concentricity. 

C  Cylindricity. 

D  Runout. 

22
Identify the geometric characteristic symbol. 

 

A  Symmetry 

B  Resistance 

C  Parallelism 

D  Straightness 

23
Identify the geometric characteristic symbol. 

 

A  Profile of a line 

B  Profile of a surface 

C  Roundness 

D  Symmetry 

24
Identify the geometric characteristic symbol. 

 

A  Profile of a line 

B  Profile of a surface 

C  Roundness 

D  Symmetry 

25
Identify the geometric characteristic symbol. 

 

A  Angularity 

B  Runout 

C  Slope 

D  Straightness 

26
The three mutually perpendicular, theoretical planes 

used to position a part for use with geometric 

dimensions are jointly called the: 

A  Datum feature symbol. 

B  Datum reference frame. 

C  Feature control frame. 

D  Glass box model. 

27
The form tolerance specifying a tolerance zone 

bounded by two concentric circles within which 

each circular element of a surface must lie is: 

A  Circularity. 

B  Concentricity. 

C  Cylindricity. 

D  Runout. 
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28
The form tolerance of a surface of revolution in 

which all points of the surface are equidistant from 

a common axis is: 

A  Circularity. 

B  Concentricity. 

C  Cylindricity. 

D  Runout. 

29
The geometric tolerance formed by projecting a 

three-dimensional figure onto a plane or by taking 

cross sections through the figure is: 

A  Circular Runout. 

B  Concentricity. 

C  Profile. 

D  Total Runout. 

30
The orientation tolerance of a surface, center plane, 

or axis at a specified angle (other than 90º) from a 

datum plane or axis is: 

A  Angularity. 

B  Flatness. 

C  Parallelism. 

D  Straightness. 

31
The geometric tolerance used to control the 

functional relationship of one re more features of a 

part to a datum axis is: 

A  Circularity. 

B  Cylindricity. 

C  Parallelism. 

D  Runout. 

32
The location tolerance, which defines a zone within 

which the center, axis, or center plane of a feature 

of size is permitted to vary from a true position is: 

A  Concentricity. 

B  Position. 

C  Runout. 

D  Symmetry. 

33
Identify the condition in which a feature of size 

contains the maximum amount of material within 

the stated limits of size. 

A  Free state 

B  LMC 

C  MMC 

D  RFS 

34
Identify the condition in which a feature of size 

contains the least amount of material within the 

stated limits of size. 

A  Free state 

B  LMC 

C  MMC 

D  RFS 

35
The form tolerance in which all surface elements 

are in one plane is: 

A  Angularity. 

B  Flatness. 

C  Parallelism. 

D  Straightness. 

36
The orientation tolerance of a surface, equidistant at 

all points from a datum plane is: 

A  Angularity. 

B  Flatness. 

C  Parallelism. 

D  Straightness. 
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37
The orientation tolerance of a surface, center plane, 

or axis at a right angle to a datum plane or axis is: 

A  Angularity. 

B  Parallelism. 

C  Perpendicularity. 

D  Straightness. 

 

 

Figure D506.04 

38
In the right side view of Figure D506.04, what is 

the maximum material condition for the thickness 

of the part? 

A  .375 

B  .385 

C  .390 

D  .395 

39
In Figure D506.04, what geometric tolerance is 

used to control datum feature A? 

A  Flatness 

B  Parallelism 

C  Perpendicularity 

D  Profile of a surface 
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40
In Figure D506.04, what geometric tolerance is 

used to control datum feature B? 

A  Flatness 

B  Parallelism 

C  Perpendicularity 

D  Profile of a surface 

41
In Figure D506.04, what geometric tolerance has a 

maximum material condition modifier? 

A  Parallelism 

B  Perpendicularity 

C  Position 

D  Profile of a surface 

42
In Figure D506.04, which type of dimensions are 

used to locate the four machined holes? 

A  Basic 

B  Geometric 

C  Limit 

D  Nominal 

43
In Figure D506.04, the profile geometric tolerance 

is applied to: 

A  All surfaces. 

B  Surfaces between points X and Y. 

C  The bottom surface only. 

D  The four holes. 

44
In Figure D506.04, what is the maximum material 

condition for the holes? 

A  .250 

B  .251 

C  .252 

D  .253 

45
In Figure D506.04, the position geometric tolerance 

is applied to: 

A  All four holes. 

B  The bottom two holes. 

C  The hole indicated by the leader. 

D  The two holes on the left. 
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Figure D506.03 

46
Datums A, B & C in Figure D506.03 are used to 

establish the part’s: 

A  Datum feature symbol. 

B  Datum reference frame. 

C  Feature control frame. 

D  Glass box model. 

47
In Figure D506.03, what geometric tolerance is 

used to control datum feature A? 

A  Flatness 

B  Parallelism 

C  Profile of a surface 

D  Straightness 

48
In Figure D506.03, what geometric tolerance is 

used to control datum feature B? 

A  Flatness 

B  Perpendicularity 

C  Position 

D  Profile of a surface 

49
Which dimension in Figure D506.03 is a basic 

dimension? 

A  .001 

B  .500 

C  1.000 

D  2.500-2.505 

50
Which dimension in Figure D506.03 indicates a 

feature with size? 

A  .001 

B  .460-.465 

C  .500-.505 

D  .625 

51
What is the maximum material condition of the 

machined hole in Figure D506.03? 

A  .458 

B  .460 

C  .465 

D  .467 
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52
What is the least material condition of the machined 

hole in Figure D506.03? 

A  .458 

B  .460 

C  .465 

D  .467 

53
What type of geometric tolerance is applied to the 

machined hole in Figure D506.03? 

A  Cylindricity 

B  Roundness 

C  Position 

D  Profile 

 

Figure D506.01 

54
In the feature control frame in Figure D506.01, 

what is the shape of the geometric tolerance zone? 

A  Cylindrical 

B  Round 

C  Square 

D  Triangular 

55
In the feature control frame in Figure D506.01, the 

secondary datum is: 

A  A. 

B  B. 

C  C. 

D  M. 

56
In the feature control frame in Figure D506.01, the 

tertiary datum is: 

A  A. 

B  B. 

C  C. 

D  M. 
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